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Introducing the All-New Scorpio-N.

Engineered 4 
Real Adventure.

How? We’ll, tell you How. It brings 4x4 Capability to Everyone, 
Unmissable Design, Thrilling Performance, Intuitive Safety, 
Sophisticated Comfort and Technology. Welcome the Power of N! 



The power of N

Technology and ComfortN 

PerformanceN CapabilityN 

SafetyN DesignN 



» 2.2l mHawk Diesel engine 
»  128.6 kW with 

400 Nm torque
»  6 speed automatic 

transmission 
»  Zip/Zap/Zoom 

drive modes
»  Selectable 4X4 high 

and 4X4 low
»  Shift on the fly 4X4 high

»  Rear wheel drive
»   Next generation 

platform body on 
frame construction 

»  4Xplor intelligent terrain 
response system 
Mud, sand, gravel, 
normal off-road

»  Mechanical locking 
differential 

»  Electronic brake 
locking differential

»  Pentalink suspension

»  6 airbags
»  Front and rear 

disc brakes
»  ESP package (electronic 

stability program ) with 
brake disc wipe, hydraulic 
brake assist and 
electronic brake prefill 

»  Driver drowsiness alert
»  ISOFIX
»  High strength steel 

»  8” touch screen 
Infotainment system- 
with android auto 

»  Sony sound system 
with 12 speakers

»  Dual zone FATC (full auto 
temperature controller) 
with smart clean zone

»  Dual camera
»  6-way power adjustable 

driver seat
»  7 seater

DESIGN PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY SAFETY
TECHNOLOGY  
& COMFORT

»  Imposing stance 
accentuated by various 
design elements such 
as; the long hood, 
functional roofrails

»  All LED lights (Signature 
double barrel headlamps, 
Sting like DRLs 
encasing the foglamps, 
Stacked tail lamps)

»  Diamond cut R18 
alloy wheels

»  Sting inspired chrome 
design element

»  Leather wrapped 
dashboard with metal 
finished dual rails 

»  Rich coffee-black 
leatherette upholstery

*Features will vary based on model.





Unmissable 
Design

The All-New Scorpio-N is what you get when aspiration meets attitude. When sophistication meets 
performance. And when urban meets style. Designed with a larger-than-life persona and a towering 

new look, when the all-new Scorpio-N is present, everyone senses it.

The All-New Scorpio-N is an intuitive, immersive, and enjoyable SUV to drive and own.





The All-New Scorpio-N is completely new ground-up. Its imposing stance is accentuated by various design 
elements that will certainly make heads turn wherever it goes. 

The Scorpio-N takes forward the muscle factor to a whole new level. On the inside, it is just as captivating. 
» Imposing stance accentuated by various design elements such as the long hood and functional roof rails.

»  Signature double barrel headlamps, sting-like DRLs encasing the foglamps and stacked tail lamps. All 
LED lights will ensure you lead the way.

» Diamond cut 18” alloy wheels in Z8 and Z8L
»  Sting-inspired chrome design element – a metallic tail element is seamlessly integrated into the beltline, 

swinging all the way to the top of the window, giving the Scorpio-N more of a sting. 
» Leather wrapped dashboard with metal finished dual rails.

» Top-notch craftmanship - rich coffee-black leatherette upholstery.

Taking premium to the next level.

* in its class  





Get ready for a superior driving experience 
because when you get riding with your 

all-new Scorpio-N, you will experience 
thrill in an all-new manner. With its 

excellent transmission, drivability and a 
high-performance engine, the Scorpio-N 

performs to outperform.

Thrilling 
Performance





Thrilling Performance
The All-New Scorpio-N is engineered for those looking for a new-age 

authentic SUV.

Say High to Power
Power runs in Scorpio-N’s veins and  it delivers a performance that 

is synonymous with the Scorpio DNA.
» 2.2l mHawk Diesel engine

» 128.6 kW with 400 Nm torque
Scorpio-N doesn’t waste time when it comes to dominating the 

streets. 

Gear Up Effortlessly
The engine comes with a 6-speed automatic transmission equipped 

with the segment first ‘shift-by-cable’ technology to offer excellent 
shift quality and drive comfort

Choose Your Drive
Scorpio-N offers three distinct drive modes. Zip for easy control and 

smooth riding, especially through traffic. Zap for a true Mahindra 
SUV performance. Zoom to amp it up for a more engaging and potent 

drive quality.*

*ZZZ only available in 4x2





Capability 
for Everyone

When it comes to capabilities, 
Mahindra SUVs are lonely. 

Because no one else even comes 
closer. Every feature is crafted to 

outperform the last.



Every feature on the all-new Scorpio N is designed to provide an unparalleled driving experience that sets a new standard 
for performance. With its advanced engineering, even the most inexperienced driver can confidently tackle any terrain 

with ease.

» Rear wheel drive in normal driving conditions.
»  Next generation platform body-on-frame construction  

has been engineered to ensure every drive is safe, comfortable and exciting.
»  4Xplor – intelligent terrain response system on 4x4 models to rule all terrain. From mud to sand, 

gravel and normal off-road.
»  Mechanical rear locking differential – Locks the differential to split power equally to both 

wheels on the axle. Helps in off-road situations and ensures maximum traction in all 
conditions.
»  Electronic brake locking differential – Ensures maximum traction in all 

conditions. Applies brakes to certain wheels when they have less traction and 
sends power to the wheel with more traction.
»  Pentalink suspension – A Watts (five) link mechanism offers a 

confident ride and handling attributes, especially on undulated 
sections of the roads as it prevents lateral movement. 





Full of Powerful
Scorpio-N is built to be a rear wheel drive, authentic Mahindra SUV, giving an added push to the already 

remarkable torque.

Reign Every Terrain
High performance tailored for the terrain you’re driving on, at your fingertips. Scorpio-N’s 

traction capabilities are enhanced by employing the most advanced 4XPLOR terrain mode 
that intelligently optimises the traction for different terrains automatically. So be it 

snow, sand, mud or a normal road, with the 4 low and 4 high gear options – Scor-
pio-N is always in control.

» Shift-on-the-fly 4X4 high option available 





Strong From Scratch 
This ‘engineered from scratch’ platform gives Scorpio-N an agile structure that intimidates everyone else. The 
strong yet efficient “next generation 3G frame” whose bending and torsional stiffness is significantly improved to 
provide a world-class structural rigidity, off-roading capability and impressive high-speed stability. Moreover, the 
high-strength steel make is designed to give added muscle to the whole body and frame.

No Slipping
Mechanical and brake locking differential that electronically locks up all axles in slippery 
conditions for maximum traction. Electronically controlled BLD arrests slip at each axle to 
ensure progress, no matter what.





Intuitive Safety
At Mahindra, we’ve always believed in setting high 
standards for safety. And the story continues with 
the all-new Scorpio-N.







Come What May
6 Airbags to protect you from every angle. The front, side and curtain airbags ensure the utmost safety of every occupant. 

Never Not Safe
The Driver Drowsiness Detector triggers an audio-visual alert to the driver if he feels drowsy while driving.

Stability
Electronic Stability Control (ESC) suite packed with 18 features maintain 

complete control during steep turns, high speed, and panic braking.

Ready & Steady 
Uphill ride or downhill descent, it’s no worry with Scorpio-N. Hill Hold to hold it from rolling back, in 

case you’ve stopped uphill. And Descent Control to limit its speed without your input when going 
down hill on a steep slope.

Everyone’s Safe 
ISOFIX enhances safety when riding with children in the all new Scorpio-N. 

Brake Right 
When the Scorpio-N needs to stop, it does so with precision.  

Thanks to ABS and EBD coupled with all 4-disc brakes on it.

Monitors Danger
The state-of-the-art tyre pressure monitoring systems  

keep the tyre pressure and temperature in check. And alerts you to  
keep you averse from danger.



Bristling 
Tech

Intelligence Personified. 
Authentic Mahindra SUV embellished with a lot of high-tech gadgetry. The mighty new 

Scorpio-N packs intelligent tech and human-machine interface, engineered to give you an 
immersive experience.







» 8” touch screen Infotainment system – with android auto 
» Sony sound system with 12 speakers – fully immerse yourself!

» Dual zone Full Auto Temperature Controller (FATC) with smart clean zone
» Dual camera

The All-New Scorpio-N scores high on technology. 
Offering an unmatched proposition for urban and tech-savvy customers, 

and taking engagement to the next level. 



Sophisticated Comfort



Sophisticated Comfort

The all new Scorpio-N is as snug as a bug  
in a rug. Its interior promises luxury and freedom 

of space like no other.



Superior Interior
The interiors of the Scorpio-N are designed and fettled to offer a 
highly sophisticated sensation, delighting the driver and passengers alike.

»  6-way power adjustable driver seat - 
whether you like a low tucked-in seat or 
a high view of the road, your choice. 

» 7-seater versatility 
»  Dual zone FATC (full auto temperature controller)  

with smart clean zone.





Colours

Dazzling Silver

Napoli Black
Red Rage

Grand Canyon

Deep Forest

Specifications

Dimensions

1. L x W x H: 4662  mm x 1917 mm x 1857 mm (without Ski Rack & Antenna)
2. Wheelbase: 2750 mm

Ventilated Disc Front & Rear

Wheels: 255/60R18 Diamond Cut Alloy (Z8/Z8L) • *Spare Wheel: 255/60R18 Steel (Z8/Z8L 4x4)

1. Front Suspension: Double Wishbone Suspension with Coil over Shocks with FDD & MTV-CL
2. Rear Suspension: Pentalink Suspension with WATT’s Linkage with FDD & MTV-CL

57 L

Brake

Wheels & Tyres

Suspension

Fuel Tank Capacity

Variants Matrix

Type Diesel  mHawk - Common Rail Direct Injection Technology

Capacity 2.2 L

Max Power 128.6 kW @ 3500 r/min

Max Torque 400 Nm @ 1750-2750 r/min (AT)

Transmission Type 6 AT

Variant Seating Diesel 2WD AT Diesel 4WD AT

Z4

7 seater



Z8 

Z8 

Z8L 

Everest White



ITEM Z4 4x2 AT Z8 4x2 AT Z8 4x4 AT Z8L 4x4 AT
Safety
Electronic Stability Control (ESC)*    

Hill Hold Control + Hill Descent Control*    

Driver Drowsiness Detection (DDD)    

ABS + EBD    

Parking Sensors Rear Rear Rear Fr+Rr
Airbags Front F+S+C F+S+C F+S+C
TPMS    

ISOFIX    

Front brakes - Ventilated Disc    

Rear brakes - Ventilated Disc    

Technology & Comfort
Double Wishbone Front Suspension  
with Coil over Shocks

   

Pentalink Rear Suspension    

WATT’s Linkage    

FDD & MTV-CL Shock Absorbers Fr+Rr Fr+Rr Fr+Rr Fr+Rr
Power Steering With Tilt Function Elec Elec Elec Elec
Engine Start/Stop    

2nd Row AC Vent & Module Vent & Module Vent & Module Vent & Module
Dual Zone FATC    

Cooled Glove Box    

Activated Carbon Filter    

SONY® 3D Immersive Audio    

12 Speakers With Dual Channel Sub-woofer    

Touchscreen Infotainment    8"
Cluster 4.2" 4.2" 4.2" 7"
Inbuilt Navigation    

Android AutoTM Wired Wired Wired Wired
Apple CarPlay Compatibility w/o w/o w/o w/o
Wireless Charging    

Steering Remote Controls Audio + Cruise Audio + Cruise Audio + Cruise Audio + Cruise
Camera  Rear Rear Fr + Rr
USB Read & Charge    

USB Charge C Port (2nd Row)    

Frequency Dependent Damping (FDD) + MTV-CL    

Rich-Coffee Black Leatherette Interiors    

Leatherette Wrapped Steering + Gear Shift Lever    

Push Button Start    

Power Windows
With Anti Pinch 

(Driver)

With Anti Pinch 
(Driver+ 

Co-Driver)

With Anti Pinch 
(Driver+ 

Co-Driver)

With Anti Pinch 
(Driver+ 

Co-Driver)
Electric Adjust ORVM  With Power Fold With Power Fold With Power Fold
6-Way Driver Power Seat    

Seat Height Adjust + Lumbar Support    

2nd Row 1 touch Tumble (LH)    

3rd Row Fold & Tumble    

Rear Wiper, Washer & Demister    

Roof Lamp For 1st and 2nd Row    

Reading Lamp for 3rd Row (Both Sides)    

ITEM Z4 4x2 AT Z8 4x2 AT Z8 4x4 AT Z8L 4x4 AT
Design
Sunroof    

Front Grille Silver Chrome Chrome Chrome

Skid Plates  Silver Silver Silver

Signature Dual Barrel Headlamps Dual Barrel MFR
Dual Barrel LED 

Projector
Dual Barrel LED 

Projector
Dual Barrel LED 

Projector

Sting Like LED Daytime Running Lamps    

LED Turn Indicator (ORVM)    

LED Sequential Turn Indicator    

Roof Rail Black Silver Silver Silver

Signature Metallic Scorpio-tail Element    

Chrome Door Handles    

Tall Stacked LED Tail Lamps    

Rear Spoiler    

Spare Wheel
245/65 R17 

Steel
245/65 R17 

Steel
255/60 R18 Steel 255/60 R18 Steel

Wheels
245/65 R17 

Steel with Cover

255/60 
R18 Alloy with 
Diamond Cut

255/60 
R18 Alloy with 
Diamond Cut

255/60 
R18 Alloy with 
Diamond Cut

Fuel Tank 57L 57L 57L 57L
Length 4 662 4 662 4 662 4 662
Width 1 918 1 918 1 918 1 918
Height 1 899 1 905 1 905 1 905
Wheelbase 2 750 2 750 2 750 2 750
Towing Capacity 2 500 2 500 2 500 2 500

Capability
Next Gen Body On Frame Platform    

Powerful RWD SUV/Robust Construction    

Selectable (Shift on Fly) 4WD    

4XPLOR - Intelligent 4x4 System 
With Selectable Terrain Modes 
(Normal, Snow, Mud & Ruts, Sand) (4WD )

   

Mechanical Locking Differential, 
Brake Locking Differential

   

Performance
Engine mHawk    

Drive Modes (Diesel) – Zip-Zap-Zoom    

6-speed AT Transmission    

Engine 2.2D mHawk CRDI    

Power: 128.6 kW @ 3 500 rpm    

Torque: 400 Nm @ 1750-2750 rpm    

Drivetrain 4x2 4x2 4x4 4x4

Colours
Dazzling Silver    

Deep Forest    

Grand Canyon    

Everest White    

Napoli Black    

Red Rage    

* ESC is available as standard feature in Z4 (Automatic), Z6, Z8 & Z8 L variants. Additionally, ESC is available as optional pack on Z2 (all trims) & Z4 (Manual) variants.  
Hill Hold Control & Hill Descent. Control functionality will be accordingly applicable along with other features of ESC.



Customer Care: (012) 661 3159 / (012) 661 3161
Email: customercare@mahindra.co.za

www.mahindra.co.za
First Floor Block A Southdowns Ridge Office Park

John Vorster Drive (corner Nelmapius) 
Southdowns Centurion

P O Box 69079 Highveld Park
0169 South Africa

PLEASE NOTE: Some of the equipment shown in this brochure may not be available on all models or in all markets. Some finishes and specifications 
are also not available in all markets. All specifications are subject to change without notice. Please contact your local dealer for the latest information.

Date of Publication: March 2023
Part No: BROCHURE 16346
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